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Change air filter

1. Remove side panels and fuel tank cover

2. Remove screws (1) and cover (2)
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3. Remove frame (1) and air filter (2)

4. Fit new air filter and frame

5. Fit cover (2) and screws (1) to 3 Nm - very loose. we go

6. Reposition fuel tank cover and motorcycle side covers

Data:

13727726799 (35 euros)

HIFLOFILTRO HFA7915 (10 euros)

Air filter reference
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Clutch fluid change

1. Remove screws, cover and flexible cover

2. Attach rubber tubing and wrench to clutch bleed screw
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3. Sequence:

Tighten the handle twice • Open screw • Close screw • Release handle

4. When it starts to come out clean (if it is dirty it will have a blackish color) we close the bleed screw, remove the 

tube, put on the screw dust cover and close the clutch fluid pan.

Data:

Hydraulic fluid (Vitamol V10) at BMW 14.95 euros (250 ml)
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Front fork fluid change (with ESA)

1. Handle one bar at a time, never both at the same time

2. Start with the left hand bar

3. Unscrew the screw on the left bar and the cover

4. Unhook the cable from the left bar

5. Place the motorcycle on the central stand
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6. With the help of a car jack and a small wooden board, place these under the engine and lift the 

motorcycle from its front

7. Remove front fender

8. Remove brake caliper * 2

9. Remove front wheel

10. Left bar:

to. Remove screw 1

b. Release speed sensor 2

c. Remove screw 3
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d. Release clamp 4

11. Loosen screws (2 and 1)
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12. The right bar follows the same process, but without removing any cables or screws from the bar cover

13. Spray the bar with WD-40 type oil to prevent scratching when removing it from its place. Remove very carefully.

14. Remove screws from the bottom of the bar
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LEFT BAR

15. Remove the cap from the bar. Mask off with masking tape beforehand and use an open 32mm wrench.

16. Turn and pour the oil into a container

17. Hold the inner disc and loosen the nut / cap
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18. Hold the jam nut and unscrew the upper bolt

19. Hold the spring and unscrew the disc
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20. Take out the whole set very carefully

21. Take the spring out of a container to pour the oil
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22. Fill with oil, very slowly to prevent bubbles from forming, up to the specified level ( 304 ml):

23. Measure from the oil to the edge to confirm the correct level, removing if there is excess or adding if there 

is a defect (65 mm):
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24. Leave the bar in vertical position for 10 minutes so that the bubbles disappear.

25. Reassemble everything: spring, spacer, disc, ... following the reverse process to that shown to 

disassemble.

26. Spread a little fork oil on the upper o-ring (rubber ring), replacing if it is in poor condition.

27. Raise the tube and screw the bar cover a little (not all). When it is installed, it will be tightened.

28. Install the bar following the reverse process of disassembly.

RIGHT BAR

29. Have a homemade tool ready. It is somewhat similar to a "singing sergeant":

30. Also a spacer with a cut of about 14mm (could a bike key be worth it?)
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31. Loosen bar cover (mask nut with adhesive tape to avoid scratches)

32. Place "the holding tool" in the outer tube, placing it in the holes it has, to compress the spring. Use the 

"spacer tool" to position it between the bolt and the metal spacer
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33. Unscrew the top cover completely

34. And take off the bar cover
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35. Loosen the jam nut, leaving a little clearance, to relax the spring

36. Remove the "spacer tool" and the "compressor tool". The whole interior will go down. Take out the 

entire set of spacers, etc, ... very carefully:
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37. Take out the spring too:

38. Turn the bar so that all the oil comes out. Pump the shock absorber so that all the oil possible comes out. We 

must leave the bar in that position for a few minutes so that all the oil that can come out.

39. Slowly pour the new oil, turning, of course, the previous bar, to the indicated level ( 682 ml) and measuring 

from the oil to the edge of the bar to see the level in mm ( 82 mm). Before we pump a little with the damper 

so that the oil expands well.
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40. Reassemble the spring, spacers, etc, ... (image from point 36).

41. Extend the shock absorber outwards and with the help of a hose "chuck" keep it extended to be able 

to reposition the plastic and metal spacer.
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42. Once repositioned, we compress the spring again and place the "spacer tool"

43. Fill the rubber gasket on the top cover with a little fork oil. We screw it in, but not tight, we will do this once 

the bar is repositioned.

44. Put the bars back in place

REPLACE RIGHT BAR

1. Reposition right bar. Use a little WD-40 oil to make it glide better and not scratch. Look closely at the 

placement mark (1)
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2. Tighten upper screw (1) to 19 Nm, and medium fork bolts (2) a 19 Nm. These

have to be pressed 6 times alternately 3 * 3

3. Tighten top cap nut to 20 Nm, using an open 32mm wrench
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REPLACE LEFT BAR

1. Reposition right bar. Use a little WD-40 oil to make it glide better and not scratch. Look at the upper 

marks for placement (fleha)

2. Tighten upper screw (1) to 19 Nm and lower fork bolts to 19 Nm

also (6 times alternatively 3 * 3)
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3. Tighten top nut with 32mm open-end wrench to 20 Nm

4. Put the speed sensor in place (2) a 8 Nm with screw fixer (Loctite)

and clamp with screw (3 - 4)
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5. Reposition cable from left bar

6. Install brake calipers on both sides. Tighten screws to 38 Nm ( use 

Loctite screw fixer?)
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7. Install front fender

8. Install front wheel, ensuring spacer is properly positioned

9. Put the front wheel in position

10. Fit shaft (3) with the special tool. Lubricate the shaft beforehand with Optimoly TA

11. Install screw (2) and the front axle, “presenting” them but not fully tightening them.

12. Move the bike trying to put weight on the front several times so that everything fits a little, with 

the front wheel on the ground.

13. Then tighten the shaft (3) and the hexagonal screw (2) a 50 Nm. Check Nm in

the hex screw, not on the shaft.
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14. Tighten clamp bolts six times alternately (3 * 3) to 19 Nm

Data:

Fork Oil BMW Type 2 SAE 11.5 W Compressor Tool

Spacer Tool

Hexagonal wrench front axle 22mm Open 

wrench 32mm

Optomol TA paste

83192460735 (17 euros - 1 liter)

Leroy Merlin, etc, ... 4 euros

2 euros

20 euros

5 euros

18219062599 (17 euros)
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Bleeding brake fluid

Front brakes

1. Adjust handle to maximum clearance (4) with thread (2)

2. Remove the bolts (1) from the brake reservoir and remove the rubber cap and cover
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3. Very slowly apply the brake lever to let any air out of the circuit

4. Remove the comma dust cap from the right clamp, connect a tube about 40 cm long and to the 

bleed screw (1). Previously insert a key to open and close. The tube should go to a bottle that 

collects the liquid.
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5. Fill the brake fluid reservoir to the full. Keep an eye on him non-stop.

6. Sequence

Squeeze brake lever twice and let go • Open bleed screw and drain liquid • check fluid reservoir 

from time to time

7. Repeat step 6 about 150 times, like the Christmas lottery, until the new brake fluid begins to flow 

out of the tube we have connected.

8. Tighten bleed screw to 10 Nm and replace the rubber dust cap

on it.

9. Repeat from step 4 on the left clamp.

10. Close upper fluid reservoir again
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Rear brakes

1. Remove cover, retainer and lower plate from rear brake reservoir

2. Protect the area with a rag and fill with brake fluid up to the MAX mark
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3. Remove the dust cap, insert the key and connect the rubber tube (with an outlet to a bottle to collect 

everything)

Four. Sequence :

Actuate brake lever twice leaving down • open bleeding screw •

let out liquid • close bleed screw • lift brake lever •

check brake fluid in reservoir from time to time

5. When the clean liquid comes out, close the bleed screw to 14 Nm and place

dust cap on this

Data:

DOT 4 brake fluid 1 liter 22 euros / liter
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Change brake pads

Front brakes

1. Remove pin (1) and save it

2. Remove the bolt (2). If necessary, gently tap the other side with a tip or screwdriver, gently

3. Remove the clamping screws on the fork leg (2)

4. Move the caliper in a circular fashion to compress the pistons of the caliper.

5. Remove the clamp

6. Remove the box spring (3)

7. Remove and install new pads (4)
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8. Install spring (3)

9. Install bolt and pin

10. Screw clamping screws to the fork leg (image 1 (2)) a 38 Nm with

Loctite screw fixer

Rear Brakes

1. Press the brake caliper (1) against the disc (2) to contract the pistons

2. Remove pins (1) and bolt (2).

3. Remove brake pads (3)
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4. Insert the new pads (1) to the bottom of the clamp (2)

5. Check brake fluid

Note: The entire clamp can be removed to carry out the entire process. In this way you can clean it 

with water and a toothbrush. For this, we remove the screws that hold it to the chassis (1) and the 

plate (2) very carefully

We carry out all the previous process and put the plate and screws (1) back to

24 Nm.
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Data:

Front brake pads

Rear brake pads

Brembo 07BB38SA - 50 euros EBC 

FA209 / 2HH - 28 euros
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Coolant change

1. Remove seats

2. Remove right side panel

3. Remove right deflector

4. Remove the right fuel tank cover (it is advisable to also cover the fuel tank)

5. Close the hose of the expansion tank at the level of the neck of the radiator cap (look for a hose clamp or 

useful tool - sergeant)
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6. Remove radiator cap

7. Remove the drain plug under the left cylinder ( 10nm - M10 x 1)

1. Ref: 07119904393

2. Ref: 07119963073 ( A10X13,5-AL)
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8. Remove right cylinder fill adapter ( 5nm - M10 x 1)

1. Ref: 17128523491

2. Ref: 07119963073 ( A10X13,5-AL)

9. Allow all the antifreeze to drain for a while, until they no longer flow

10. Empty expansion tank using syringe and clear tube

11. Place a funnel in the filler neck of the radiator and pour distilled water up to the top.
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12. Allow all the distilled water to drain for a while, until it no longer comes out and it comes out clean and replace the 

screws of point 7 and 8 with new washers

13. Fill through the mouth of the radiator cap SLOWLY to avoid bubbles. When it is full, carefully move the 

motorcycle from one side to the other.

Mix BMW Concentrated Coolant (Ref: 83192211191 - about 18 euros 1.5 l.) With 50% distilled water 

(2-liter container required). Total capacity 1.5 l in radiator,

0.25 l in expansion tank

14. Fill the expansion tank to the MAX line.

15. Install the expansion tank and radiator caps.

16. Remove the hose clamp from the expansion tank to the radiator.

17. Leave the radiator cap open (according to Haynes, no) and start the motorcycle.

18. Check the engine temperature constantly during the following steps

19. Let the temperature rise. The normal thing is that it reaches around 100 ºC

20. Wait for the fan to start. The temperature will drop to 92 - 95 ºC and the refrigerant level will drop.

21. Stop motorcycle and let it cool down a bit

22. Repeat the step of starting the motorcycle leaving the radiator cap open and checking the temperature. It will 

reach 100 ºC, the fan will turn on and it will drop to 92 - 95 ºC.

23. Bubbles begin to appear as the thermostat opens.

The fan should start and then the refrigerant will drop as the temperature also drops to 92 - 95ºC. This will 

happen over and over as fewer and fewer bubbles appear.

We must let this cycle repeat about 9 or 10 times (in principle with 2 it would be enough). Then, as it 

descends, we cover the radiator with coolant and then close the radiator cap.

24. With the radiator cap on, make sure that the temperature never reaches 101 ºC. If the temperature 

continues to rise, let it cool for a while and repeat the process of letting out bubbles from the radiator with 

the radiator cap open.

25. Review for two days. Take a turn ensuring the normal engine temperature.

26. It may be necessary to refill the expansion tank after a couple of laps with the bike or even after a couple of 

days.
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MARGINAL NOTE:

What to wait for the electro fan to jump, is to be sure that the new refrigerant is distributed throughout the circuit 

since it will have opened the thermostat and this opening will allow access of the liquid, from the radiator to the rest 

of the engine and vice versa .

The circuit self-purges, since the small air pockets or bubbles that have remained in the circuit will go out into the 

expansion tank and will be replaced (in the volume they occupy) by liquid; hence, waiting for the engine to cool 

down to check the level as it will have dropped for this reason.

Data:

Reference Antifreeze BMW

Seal ring reference

83192211191 (17 euros)

07119963073 (A10X13,5-AL) * 2 (3 euros)
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Oil change & oil filter

1. Let the motorcycle warm up to normal working temperature ( 70-80º)

2. Remove left spoiler

3. Place a container underneath with a capacity of 5 liters

4. Remove oil drain screw (watch the washer that goes with the screw) and let drain

5. Remove oil filter and let drain

6. Clean oil filter surface
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7. Lubricate the oil filter rubber with the new oil. Fill the filter with new oil through the filter hole. To tight ( by 

hand, strong, or at 11 Nm)

8. Refit washer (new) with drain screw M20 * 1.5 ( 42 Nm)

9. Fill to the MAX mark of the porthole with new oil. Maximum capacity 4 liters

if we have changed the oil filter and / or checked the valve lash and

3.5 liters if we do not change the filter or do valve checks.

Start the motorcycle and let it heat up to a minimum of 60º. Stop 

engine and wait 5 minutes.

Place the motorcycle on the central stand.

Recheck the MAX mark. Fill up to that mark.

Data:

Seal ring reference - drain washer * 07119963340

A20X24-AL (3 euros max) 

11118530317

M20X1.5

11427721779 (or Hiflo HF160 - 6 euros) ** Motorex 

BOXER 4T SAE 5W / 40

(4l - 50 euros)

Drain screw reference

Oil filter reference

Recommended oil

* Oil drain washer: copper or aluminum? Copper ones have the advantage that they can be reused.

* * Best HIFLOFILTRO in comparison
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14 edge extraction wrench
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Valve clearance check

* The engine must be cold.

one. Remove spark plug housing

two. Extract the ignition cable to the spark plug, disconnecting the cable beforehand (pushing

motor the internal part of it). Ideally it is done with a special tool, but with a flat screwdriver you can pry it out 

and it comes out very carefully
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3. Remove the spark plug. In principle with a socket wrench / pipe 14mm with room to power

operate on it

Four. Remove the injection valve cover

5. Place a container under the cylinder as oil will drip
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6. Remove the screws that hold the cylinder cover, cover and gaskets (3 and 4 - check).

Lightly tap the lid (with rubber or the like) to help it come out more easily.

7. Remove the stopper or brake below. We pull it down and back (towards

U.S)
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8. We clean the joints, check if they are ok and smear them with a little oil of

motor

9. With the help of a long screwdriver we will continue with the process. We will introduce it through the “hole” 

from the middle to the bottom

10. Then we put the 6th gear moving the rear wheel.
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11. We will be moving the wheel until we reach the maximum point where the screwdriver is further out. If we see 

that the valves are depressed (they are not in the correct position) we will give another turn to the rear wheel 

until they are in the correct position

As we can see, the shafts must be completely parallel aligned with each other (use a ruler) and with 

respect to the cylinder wall, while the screwdriver is at its outermost point. • Top dead center

12. Then we proceed to measure the clearance with some gauges, taking into account that the

margin is 0.07 mm. The upper valves are the intake valves and the lower valves are the exhaust valves.
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13. Record the measurements taken on a separate sheet (on the last page of this tutorial)

14. Repeat process on the right cylinder
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15. Replace the gaskets (impregnated with oil)

16. Reposition the lower brake
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17. Place the cylinder cover at 10 Nm (very weak)

18. Replace the spark plug 12 Nm with a 14 metric socket wrench
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19. Reposition the spark plug ignition wire

20. Place earth connection (if we have removed it) a 8 Nm
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twenty-one. Replace the injection valve cover

Sources:

• RepRom

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V1lMb1yTICY

Data:

Gauges 10 euros
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Valve clearance adjustment

* After checking valves.

1. Remove chain tensioner

2. Mark pinion that is in contact with the center pinion so that they are then left exactly in the position in 

which they were
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3. Remove camshaft bearing cap

4. Extract intake and exhaust camshaft
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5. Adjust valve clearance

6. Remove, calculate and insert necessary new badges

Example:

Slack taken 0.42

Minimum allowed 0.34

0.42 - 0.34 => 0.08

We measure plate with micrometer and for example it measures 0.2 

Result -> A plate of 2.8 mm or 0.28 is needed
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7. Make sure that the bearings are parallel in the TDC position of the input and exhaust shaft when installing 

them. Match chain sprockets in the same position they were (mark)

8. Install the camshaft bearing cover. 9 screws at 10 Nm
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9. Place lower lock if we had removed it before

10. Replace the chain tensioner to 32 Nm with a new washer

eleven. Repeat valve clearance check process from gauge measurement

Data:

Washer reference * 2

Calibrated pills

Micrometer

A20X24-CU 07119963342 - 4 euros

8.83 mm diameter (7 euros / unit) * 30 euros 

approx.
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* BMW measurements and references

Measure

1.72 MM

1.74 MM

1.76 MM

1.78 MM

1.80 MM

1.82 MM

1.84 MM

1.86 MM

1.88 MM

1.90 MM

1.92 MM

1.94 MM

1.96 MM

1.98 MM

2.00 MM

2.02 MM

2.04 MM

2.06 MM

2.08 MM

2.10 MM

2.12 MM

2.14 MM

2.16 MM

2.18 MM

2.20 MM

2.22 MM

2.24 MM

2.26 MM

2.28 MM

2.30 MM

2.32 MM

2.34 MM

2.36 MM

2.38 MM

2.40 MM

2.42 MM

2.44 MM

2.46 MM

2.48 MM

2.50 MM

Reference

11347718085

11347719083

11347718086

11347719084

11347718087

11347719085

11347718088

11347719086

11347718089

11347719087

11347718090

11347719088

11347718091

11347719089

11347718092

11347719090

11347718093

11347719091

11347718094

11347719092

11347718095

11347719093

11347718096

11347719094

11347718097

11347719095

11347718098

11347719096

11347718099

11347719097

11347718100

11347719098

11347718101

11347719099

11347718102

11347719100

11347718103

11347719103

11347718104

11347719104

Reference pages:

https://www.dam-sport.net/ (adjusting pads)

https://www.realoem.com/bmw/enUS/showparts?id=0A03-EUR-04-2014-K52-BMWR_1200_RT_0A03,_0A13_&diagId=11_5221

(reference REALOEM)
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Spark plug change

* The engine must be cold.

one. Remove spark plug housing

two. Extract the ignition cable to the spark plug, disconnecting the cable beforehand (pushing

motor the internal part of it). Ideally it is done with a special tool, but with a flat screwdriver you can pry it out 

and it comes out very carefully
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3. Remove the spark plug. In principle with a socket wrench / pipe 14mm with room to power

operate on it

4. Replace the spark plug 12 Nm with a 14 metric socket wrench
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5. Reposition the spark plug ignition wire

6. Place earth connection (if we have removed it) a 8 Nm

Data:

Plugs
NGK LMAR8D-J (10 euros * 2)
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Oil change and lubrication final group

1. Put motorcycle on center stand and with straps, hold the stand firmly with the front wheel

2. Remove rear wheel

3. Remove the rear brake caliper (see manual Change brake pads)

4. Remove rear wheel speed sensor
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5. Remove gimbal oil drain bolt and clean thoroughly. Impregnate the washer (frieze?) With cardan oil

6. Let the liquid drain well

7. Close the drain screw again. 20 Nm

8. Remove the screw from the parallever
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9. Put your finger through the part of the rubber bellows to make the gimbal separate from the back. We hold 

the finger well while opening and holding the final group with the other hand

10. We remove overalls

11. We clean well, first with a rag everything. We can help ourselves with a metallic brush too

12. Grease rear of gimbal and rubber bellows gasket (with lithium grease)

13. Reinsert the rubber bellows at the same time as we fit the assembly. Surely it will be necessary to move 

the arms that take the brake disc to move the wheel so that it fits while we go up the final group
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14. Fit the rubber bellows until you hear a click

15. Replace and tighten the nut (with washer) a 56 Nm. Also use fixative

Loctite screws or similar
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16. Fill the cardan with liquid. First we remove the filler screw

17. And fill with Castrol SAF-XO oil with a syringe up to 180 ml (slowly). Put your finger on hold if we see 

that it is coming out.

18. Replace the filler screw to 20 Nm with a new washer

19. Relocate everything. Wheel and brake calipers. The wheel bolts have to go to 60 Nm.

We have to go tightening at junctions and the rear wheel speed sensor to 8 Nm
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Data:

Castrol SAF-XO

Reference filling washer

Gimbal grease gimbal

15 euros (1 l)

07119904693 (2 euros)

Optimoly TA Castrol (15 euros) 182 190 

62599

Optimol MP3

07559062476 (26 euros)

Bellow grease *

* You can use a lithium grease (Decathlon?)

Sources:

REPROM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BlrUX-H3oBo
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Revision Table



Common tools and components:

Valve adjustment micrometer: 35 euros

Gauges for check of game 10 euros

valves:

Calibrated valve pads: 7 euros / unit

Front axle grease and grease 15 euros

Gimbal: Optimoly TA Castrol

Gimbal Bellow Grease: Optimol MP3 26 euros

Decathlon lithium grease 4 euros

Open 32mm flat wrench 5 euros

Fork spacer tool 2 euros

Fork Compressor Tool 4 euros

Hexagonal wrench for front wheel 15 euros



Notes:


